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Game Inspiration



Brief Description
Descending is a resource managing, top down adventure thriller 

based around creatures from ‘The Descent’. It challenges the player 
to manage their limited resources wisely and monitor the amount of 

light and sound they produce so as to not attract the creatures of the 
dark.

PEGI 12- Fear
PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch

Mid-Core Gamers



Playable Character

The playable character is a spelunker who went exploring in the 
uncharted caves alone. 

The game follows their decent down into the caves as they struggle 
past creatures of the dark to map out what they can of the darkness.

The player starts out with some items in their inventory and can also 
find others along the way and add them to their inventory, however 

they will have limited space.



Player Moodboard



Playable Character

• There are two characters to pick from
at the start of the game, a Female or a
Male Spelunker.

Ability Statistics

Sight Radius 2

Hearing Radius 5

Sound Radius 1

Rate of Attack (fist) 9 FPS

Natural Strength 20%

Speed, Regular 1.5 ms-1

Speed, Run 11 ms-1

Health 100

Needs Light for Sight? Yes
Character
Sight
Hearing
Sound



Movement Mechanics

• Walk
• Players natural movement is a walk. They walk at 1.5 ms-1 without adding to

their sound radius.



Movement Mechanics

• Run
• Players can run to escape creatures at a speed of 11ms-1, however it will

increase the sound radius by 75%.



Movement Mechanics

• Attack
• Attacking will increase the sound radius by 25%. Players can only do this

while stood still or walking, they cannot attack during a run or hide
• Basic attack is a punch.
• Attacking while a melee weapon is equipped will use that as a weapon,

increasing the power of the attack.



Enemies

• There are many enemies in the, most being the regular minor/grunt type.
The other type of enemy in the game will be a tactical main enemy.

• Enemies will wonder around the world without coming after the playable
character until they can either see or hear them.

• Each enemy will have its own sight and hearing radii and if the playable
character is inside either of these, then the enemy will start attacking.

• Enemies can be fought off with items the player has gained, however it
may be just as easy to run and hide from them as weapons won't be
conventional or necessarily any good at fending off some enemies.



Enemies- Moodboard



Enemies- List

• Small Spider- Minor grunt
• Large Spider- Major grunt
• Vampire Bat- Tactical grunt

• Hanging Snakes- Tactical grunt
• Python- Major Grunt
• Large Centipede- Minor grunt

• Crawlers- Tactical Main



Enemies- Crawlers

Crawlers are the tactical, major enemies of the
game. These will appear infrequently
throughout regular levels and more often as
you get closer to the end of the game, as it will
take you closer to the Crawlers nest.

Ability Statistics

Sight Radius 0

Hearing Radius 10

Sound Radius 3

Rate of Attack 12 FPS

Strength 75%

Speed, Regular 1 ms-1

Speed, Attack 10 ms-1

Health 200

Needs Light for Sight? No
Character
Sight
Hearing
Sound



Enemies- Small Spider

Small spiders are found through caves, often
in small groups. Many are found in Spider
nest rooms.

Ability Statistics

Sight Radius 3

Hearing Radius 6

Sound Radius 2

Rate of Attack 6 FPS

Strength 10%

Speed, Regular 0.5 ms-1

Speed, Attack 2 ms-1

Health 20

Needs Light for Sight? Yes
Character
Sight
Hearing
Sound



Enemies- Large Spider

These appear in large groups of small spiders,
but never with other large spiders. May be
found wondering or in a spider nest.

Ability Statistics

Sight Radius 4

Hearing Radius 7

Sound Radius 3

Rate of Attack 9 FPS

Strength 25%

Speed, Regular 1 ms-1

Speed, Attack 3 ms-1

Health 40

Needs Light for Sight? Yes
Character
Sight
Hearing
Sound



Enemies- Hanging Snakes

Either seen on their own or in caves where
bats are, these snakes hide in the over hangs
of caves and will drop down on players as they
pass underneath.

Ability Statistics

Sight Radius 1

Hearing Radius 0

Sound Radius 1

Rate of Attack 4 FPS

Strength 18%

Speed, Regular 0 ms-1

Speed, Attack 4 ms-1

Health 25

Needs Light for Sight? Yes
Character
Sight
Hearing
Sound



Enemies- Centipede

Found in caves, wondering alone. Often seen
with other creatures and sometimes with one or
two other centipedes.

Ability Statistics

Sight Radius 2

Hearing Radius 6

Sound Radius 2

Rate of Attack 5 FPS

Strength 15%

Speed, Regular 1 ms-1

Speed, Attack 3 ms-1

Health 15

Needs Light for Sight? No
Character
Sight
Hearing
Sound



Sense Mechanics

• The main mechanics in Ascending are the sight and sound
mechanics. These work both for and against the player’s aid.

• All the sense mechanics work in a radius format in which the player
and enemies will be surrounded. Items and movement will effect
these radiuses, changing the interaction with characters.

• Each character has 3 senses, these are Hearing, Sound and
Sight.



Sense Mechanics- Sight (Playable Character)
Sight for the playable character is displayed like light. It follows in a
circle around them and lights up everything within the sight radius so
that it is visible on screen.

The sight radius can be affected by items. It
will depend on the item as to how far the radius
will extend around them and within this radius
the player will be able to see everything clearly,
being able to distinguish between types of
enemies and types of obstacles

As a top-down game, the player will be able to see around corners
and the like with their sight radii
Players sight radius is shown as a circle of clear light.



Sense Mechanics- Sight (Enemies)
Sight for enemies works slightly different. For starters, unlike the 

playable character, they are unable to see around corners, allowing 
the player the chance to hide and run from them. 

Another difference between the two classes is that enemies are 
broken down further as to Dark Seers and Light Seers. 



Sense Mechanics- Sight (Enemies)

Dark 
Seer

Player not 
using light

Player is not detected 
by the enemy

Player is detected by 
the enemy

Dark 
Seer

Player not 
using light

The Dark Seers can detect the player if the player is inside their
sight radius even if the player is not using an item of light.

Dark 
Seer

Player using 
light

Player is not detected 
by the enemy

Light 
Radius



Sense Mechanics- Sight (Enemies)
Light Seers on the other hand can only see the player if they are within the sight
radius and giving off light. The Light Seers are also attracted to the light,
Meaning that if their sight radius and the players clear sight radius overlap, the
Light Seer will start to make their way towards the light source.

Players cannot see enemy sight radii and must learn how close they 
can get to creatures through trail and error.

Player not 
using light

Player is not detected 
by the enemy

Player is detected by 
the enemy

Player using 
light

Light 
Seer

Player is not detected 
by the enemy

Light 
Radius

Light 
Seer

Player using 
light

Light 
Seer

Light 
Radius



Sense Mechanics- Sound (Playable Character)
Sound is very important in the game as it can help Enemies track down the
playable character. The sound radius is how much sound is being given off by
each character.

Running will increase the sound radius by 75% right
as the playable character starts to run. It will stay at
this larger radius until the playable character stops

The playable character has a naturally small Sound
radius of just 2 units. This will however grow with the
use of items and if the player runs. Sound 

Radius

running and will then slowly decrease back to the original size. The time it takes
to decrease is proportional to the time that the character was running for. The
longer they were running, the longer it will take for the radius to shrink, leaving
them more vulnerable.



Sense Mechanics- Sound (Playable Character)

Sound 
Radius

Items effect the radius size based off its stats. Some items will create more
noise than others, causing the radius to get larger. Depending on the items,
The sound radius will then stay at this new size for a set amount of time before
returning to normal once more.

The players sound radius is visible to them in a pulse, looking like a radar. 

Match is used, 
Sound increases and 

holds for 1 second

Radius decreases 
over 10 seconds, 

shrinking uniformly

Returns to normal



Sense Mechanics- Sound (Enemies)
The enemies will each have a set radius of their own, the size
depending on which enemy it is. This radius represents the amount of
noise it gives off.

While these are regularly set, once it moves into its attack sequence,
the radius will grow by 50% and will stay this large until the attack
sequence ends.

Sound 
Radius

Enemy Hearing 
Radius

Player not 
Detected



Sense Mechanics- Sound (Enemies)
Some enemies are attracted to other enemies’ sound radii, and will
also come to attack the playable character.

Enemy sound radii are not visible to the player. Instead, once the
creature steps inside the players hearing radius, the player will be
able to hear them.

Sound 
Radius

Enemy Hearing 
Radius

Player 
Detected



Sense Mechanics- Hearing
The Hearing mechanic works in tandem with the sound mechanic.
Unlike the other two radii, this one stays the same size though out the entire
game.
Hearing radii size depend on the
enemy. Those with better hearing will
have a larger radius.
Players will be able to hear enemies if
the players hearing radius overlaps with
the enemies' sound radius. This gives
them a warning of the enemy being
close.
This works the same with enemies and so they will be drawn into the player
should the enemies hearing radius overlap with the players sound radius. This will
then send the enemy into attack mode.

Hearing 
Radius

Enemy sound 
Radius 

Player can hear the  enemy



Item Mechanics
• Items are given to help the player, and yet they will also often hinder

them.
• The player starts with some items in their inventory and can find

other items throughout the game that they can pick up and add to
their bag.

• Item Examples:
• Torch
• Match
• Rope
• Head torch
• Small Knife
• Handgun
• Decently sized rock



Item- Match
• One Time Use
• Found randomly throughout the levels
• First found in Layer 1, Level 4

Radius affected Light

Change to radius +3

Lasts 30 seconds

Radius shrink time Immediately 

Radius affected Sound

Change to radius +5

Lasts 1 seconds

Radius returns 10 seconds



Item- Torch
• Multiple uses
• One of the few items originally in the players inventory
• Given at the very start o the game
• Sound is affected at the turn on and turn off of

the torch
• Only has 10 minuets overall use time, until the batteries run out

Radius affected Light

Change to radius +7

Lasts Until turned off

Radius shrink time Immediately 

Radius affected Sound

Change to radius +2

Lasts 1 seconds

Radius returns 15 seconds



Item- Decently Sized Rock
• One Time Use
• Rocks that have fallen from the caves
• Can be picked up and used as a melee weapon
• First found in Layer 2, Level 3
• Deals 10 damage
• Slows hit enemy by 25%

Radius affected Light

Change to radius 0

Lasts -

Radius shrink time -

Radius affected Sound

Change to radius +5

Lasts 3 seconds

Radius returns 12 seconds



Item- Small Dagger
• Multi use
• Was originally in inventory
• Melee weapon
• Deals 25 damage
• Slows hit enemy by 50%

Radius affected Light

Change to radius 0

Lasts -

Radius shrink time -

Radius affected Sound

Change to radius +3

Lasts 4 seconds

Radius returns 8 seconds



• Items must be moved from inventory to hand if the player wishes to use them.
• Only one item can be in the players hand at one time.
• The inventory has 8 slots and no more than 8

different items can be carried.
• Similar items can be stacked.
• Designed like a small wheel, the centre of

which is where the players character is on screen.
• The item highlighted in a light grey is the selected

item.
• See Control Slides for use of the inventory
• Number near the centre indicates the amount of the item in the inventory

Inventory Mechanics



World Mechanic
• Hide

• Players can pause all movement and hide behind or against objects and
walls. Hiding will slowly decrease the sound radius proportionally to how
long the radius has been increased for. The longer you ran or used an
object, the longer you’ll need to hide to lower the sound radius. Most
creatures will not be able to see the player while they are hidden. However,
those with good hearing may still find a hidden player.

Hold to hide Release to move



World Mechanic
• Hide

Can hide

Can hide

Can’t hide



Controls- PlayStation 4

Hold to Run Equid/Unequip held item

Select item for hand

Moving inside inventory

Open/Close inventory

Character movement

Hold to hide

(While in inventory)

(In the direction 
of movement) Pick up new item

Throw away item
(While in inventory)



Controls- Xbox 1

Hold to Run Equid/Unequip held item

Select item for hand

Moving inside inventory

Open/Close inventory

Character movement

Hold to hide

(While in inventory)

(In the direction 
of movement) Pick up new item

Throw away item
(While in inventory)



Controls- Nintendo Switch

Hold to Run Equid/Unequip held item

Select item for hand

Moving inside inventory

Open/Close inventory

Character movement

Hold to hide

(While in inventory)

(In the direction 
of movement) Pick up new item

Throw away item
(While in inventory)



Environment Moodboard



Gameplay Moodboard



Game Set Out
• Descending is split by layers and then again by levels.
• The layers represent going deeper into the cave, with more and

differing enemies appearing as you work through the layers
• The last level in each layer will leading into a section of the crawlers’

den where there will be a boss fight.
Layer Number of Levels Boss Fight

1 4 Crawler Den Entrance

2 5 Crawlers’ Toilet

3 6 Crawlers’ Feeding Pit

4 5 Crawlers’ Nest

5 6 Crawler Congregation Area

6 1 Crawler Queen



Mission Outline

• Main Objective- Escape the cave system
• To escape you must head to the deepest part of cave system and defeat the Crawler

Queen.

• Layer 3, Level 6 Main Objective- Reach the Crawlers feeding pit
• Along the level, players should also collect items to help aid them later on.

• Sub Objectives:
• Avoid or Kill creatures
• Gain Items
• Escape the Crawler in the Tunnel



Level Design- Layer 3, Level 6

• The level is spilt into 15 different sections.
• Each section holds a different enemy or item.
• The paths split off, allowing the player the 

chance to explore.
• This level is the end of the layer, and so a boss 

fight occurs in the last room
• As a maze-like game, the levels have multiple 

ways to get through with some paths leading to 
extra loot. 

• As there is a boss fight coming up, finding the 
loot is important to making the end fight easier.



Level Breakdown, Cave 1

Enemy: Few 
scattered small 
spiders

Loot: None

Entrance to the level

Cave 2 entrance Cave 3 entrance

Dark grey blocks, large 
rocks the player cannot 
pass through

Dark grey and light grey 
show taller rocks. Player 
cannot ass through dark 
grey, light grey can be used 
as hiding spots.

Arch or low 
ceiling in the 
cave that the 
player can hide 
behind



Level Breakdown, Cave 2 & 3

Cave 3- Centipede 
hunting ground

Enemy: Few 
scattered centipede

Loot: None

Cave 2- Spider 
Nest

Enemy: Many 
small spiders

Loot: None

Leads to cave 1

Leads to cave 6 Leads to cave 4 Leads to cave 5 

Leads to cave 1 



Level Breakdown, Cave 4,5&6

Cave 6- Centipede Nest

Enemy: Many 
Centipede

Loot: None

Cave 4- Spider Queen

Enemy: One large spider, 
Follows in from cave 2

Loot: None

Cave 5- Mixed ground           Enemy: Small spiders and Centipedes

Loot: None
Leads to cave 2 Leads to cave 3 

Leads to 
cave 7 

Leads to 
cave 8 

Leads to 
cave 9 

Leads to 
cave 10



Level Breakdown, Cave 7 & 8

Cave 7- Hanging 
Snakes

Enemy: Hanging snakes, 
hidden in the arch ways 
of the cave.

Loot: Decently Sized 
Rock, falls from arch 
after a snake has 
attacked.

Cave 7- Empty 
cave

Enemy: None

Loot: Decently 
Sized Rock, behind 
a tall rock

Leads to cave 4 
Leads to 

cave 5 

Leads to Tunnel



Level Breakdown, Cave 9 & 10

Cave 10- Empty cave

Enemy: None

Loot: Matchstick 
behind tall rock.

Cave 9- Hanging 
snakes

Enemy: Hanging 
snakes, hidden in 
the arch ways of 
the cave.

Loot: Matchstick 
behind tall rock.

Leads to cave 6 
Leads to 

cave 5 

Leads to 
cave 11 

Leads to 
cave 12 



Level Breakdown, Tunnel

Enemy- Crawler

The player enters 
from either cave 7 
or cave 8, meeting a 
crawler at the 
intersection. 

The player must 
use the rock on the 
Crawler to get past.

After using the 
rock, the view 
changes to a side 
view to emphasise a 
claustrophobic feel 
as the crawler 
chases the player.

View turns back to 
top-down as they 
enter the next cave.

Leads to 
cave 7 

Leads to 
cave 8 

Leads to 
cave 13 

Crawler
Player 

Leads to 
cave 13 



Level Breakdown, Cave 11 & 12

Cave 12-Wondering 
Spiders

Enemy: Couple of 
small spiders, all 
heading away from cave 
14

Loot: none

Cave 11- Empty

Enemy: None

Loot: None

Nice looking cave, 
like a pretty scenic 
route.

Leads to 
cave 9 

Leads to cave 14 

Leads to 
cave 10



Level Breakdown, Cave 13 & 14

Cave 14-
Crawlers Feeding 
pit, Full of human 
skeletons

Enemy: None 
until boss fight is 
triggered at the 
centre of the cave

Loot: none

Cave 13- Empty

Enemy: Crawler 
from the tunnel, 
player must hide 
from it until it looses 
interest and heads 
to cave 14

Loot: Small pile of 
Decently sized 
rocks

Leads to 
Tunnel

Cave 14
Boss Fight

Leads to 
cave 11

Leads to 
cave 12



Level Flow



Pacing
Pacing of the route through caves 1, 2, 4, 8, tunnel, 13 and into Cave 14

Cave 1-
Enterance

Cave 2-
Spider Nest

Cave 4-
Spider Queen

Cave 8-
Hanging
Snakes

Tunnel Cave 13-
Crawler

Cave 14- Into
the Boss Fight



User Interface

Regular View

Can see what is lit up by 
the items they use.

Equipped item shown in 
the box on the bottom right

Inventory Open

Can see what is lit up 
by the items they use.
Inventory opens over 

the character.

Attacking Enemy

Can see what is lit up by 
the items they use.

Players heath and enemies 
health are show above their 

heads.



Player Feedback

• Players can keep track of how many levels they have done through
the main menu where it shows each layer and the levels in that layer.
They can only see the levels they have completed.

Layer 3, Level 6
Connected to boss 

fight

Levels already passed

Space for levels to 
come



Player Feedback

• Items they have collected are all kept tracked of in the players
inventory. They can access this at any point while in a level.

Light grey for selected 
item

Empty spaces for more 
items

Number to show 
amount of that item



Player Feedback

• Players see their health while in attack mode. It works as a bar that
empties and fills. After each level the bar will reset to full, expect
between the last level of the layer and the boss fight.



Player Feedback
• Interactive items are indicated on screen by showing the command needed to

interact with the item. The object also gets a highlighted.
• The player must be in a close distance to the object to see this.
• In later levels, the text saying what the button does does not show, the player

only needing the button command.

Hold to hide Pick Up


